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With over 50 years of bridge design experience,
the engineers at Pioneer Bridges have the ability to meet
any bridge need. Our team has extensive experience
with pedestrian and vehicular truss bridges… we are truly
Pioneers in the industry. We are ready to accept any
challenge from small pedestrian bridges and two-lane vehicular bridges to industrial conveyor and pipe support
bridges.
With licensed professional engineers and our
AISC certified fabrication facility, you can rest assured
that your bridge project will be designed and fabricated
with the highest level of quality available in the industry.
Pioneer Bridges are available in several different truss styles and can be fabricated with multiple
finish and floor options. Whether you want an elegant
bow truss style or the classic pratt truss, Pioneer can
provide them all. You can choose from virtually
“maintenance free” weathering steel or from a wide
variety of paint colors. Decking options range from
pressure treated pine and Ipe hardwood to concrete
or grating.

Pioneer Bridges are perfect for hiking/biking
trails, golf courses, highway overpasses, industrial conveyor/pipe supports and vehicular bridges (one or two
lane). From small garden bridges in your backyard and
private driveway bridges to long clear span pedestrian
bridges spanning wetlands and heavy highway loadings
required by the construction industry, Pioneer has the
right bridge for any project.

Pioneer Bridges can be fabricated in a
wide range of sizes to fit your needs. Widths range
from 5 feet to 30 feet and clear span lengths can be
as long as 200 feet. With support piers (provided by
others) you can span virtually any distance. Our
prefabricated designs allow for easy installation.
Bridges up to 12’ wide by 70’ long can be shipped in
one piece. Larger bridges can be fabricated in
pieces for shipment. All field splices are bolted to
allow easy field assembly.

Every Pioneer Bridge is designed and constructed with safety as the ultimate value. Safe, durable,
affordable… and beautiful. Pioneer Bridges fit naturally
and attractively in any environment. Give us a call today
and let the Pioneers of the industry help you meet your
bridge needs.
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